2-WIRE SENSOR

WITH INTEGRATED
CAPACITOR
ASIL A - END-OF-LINE PROGRAMMABLE 2-WIRE
HALL LATCH/SWITCH

Melexis presents a new package option, featuring an integrated decoupling capacitor,
for its existing 2-wire Hall effect switch and latch sensor ICs.
MLX92242
This new package option enables PCB-less modules and assemblies while retaining the EMI/ESD performance
necessary in harsh duty environments. The pin ordering for this option is optimized to allow wider clearance and
direct connection via welding or soldering to a connector or an insert molded lead frame connector. This avoids any
secondary operations typically consisting of bending of the leads.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
kk Smaller module design
kk Lower BOM count
kk Higher reliability from fewer components
wand connections

kk Elimination of secondary lead form and
trim operations

kk Wider clearance
kk Optimized EMI/ESD design
kk PCB-less applications
kk Integrated decoupling capacitor
kk AEC-Q100 qualified
kk Industry standard SIP TO-92 “UA” package
kk ISO26262-compliant

FOR MORE INFORMATION: WWW.MELEXIS.COM/MLX92242

The hammerhead shark is able to detect
electronic signals of no more than half a
billionth of a volt. The process uses specialized
electroreceptors to detect and locate the source of
an external electric field in its environment. What
better animal to reflect our sensing capacities?

MLX92242 / MLX92241 / MLX92221

MAIN APPLICATIONS
kk Seat position detection
kk Seatbelt buckle switch
kk Open close detection

NEW SIP UA PACKAGE
OPTION WITH WIDER
PIN-OUT FOR NO PCB
ASSEMBLIES

STANDARD
MLX92242/41/21 SIP UA
PACKAGE AND PIN-OUT

MLX92242 INTEGRATED DECOUPLING CAPACITOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The above information is “as is” and believed to be correct and accurate. Melexis disclaims any and all liability in connection with or arising out of the furnishing, application or use of the information or products; any and all liability, including without limitation, special, consequential or incidental damages;
and any and all warranties, express, statutory, implied, or by description, including warranties of fitness for particular purpose, non-infringement and merchantability. Melexis reserves the right to change it at any time and without notice. Users should obtain the latest version of the information to verify
it is current. Users must further determine the suitability of a product for its application, including the level of reliability required and determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose. Export control regulations may apply and export might require a prior authorization from competent authorities.
Melexis’ products are intended for use in normal commercial applications. Unless otherwise agreed upon in writing, the products are not designed, authorized or warranted to be suitable in applications requiring extended temperature range and/or unusual environmental requirements. High reliability
applications, such as medical life-support or life-sustaining equipment are specifically not recommended by Melexis. Melexis’ products are sold under the Melexis’ Terms of Sale, which can be found at https://www.melexis.com/en/legal/terms-and-conditions.

